
Labor Reallocation and 
Productivity Dynamics



In today’s unpredictable economy, property managers 
in all market verticals are being asked to clean buildings 
using fewer resources due to business disruptions and 
budget shortfalls.  Many executives and administrators 
are now in uncharted waters, and they are seeking 
creative ways to keep buildings clean and safe while 
transitioning operating budgets.  

This economic climate has impacted both private 
businesses and publicly funded commercial buildings.   
In-house managers and building service contractors are 
required to assemble innovative strategies to effectively 
maintain buildings while improving cleaning protocols.  

The key to a successful transition will include reviewing 
the current operating budget, performing a risk analysis 
of the facility, defining service delivery scenarios and 
then reallocating current labor hours using industry 
innovation so managers can make data-based decisions.  
Once the information is assembled, managers can 
accurately determine ways to optimize staffing levels, 
define best practices and discover creative ways to 
redeploy a cost-effective cleaning program. 

This e-book will demystify the best practices to evaluate 
current staffing levels and reallocate labor hours to 
ensure a clean, safe, healthy building at the right cost.  

Purpose



Workloading and Job Costing
Every day, facility managers and building service contractors 
face the challenge of balancing both staffing levels and 
service delivery. Each manager has a different approach 
to the staffing question of how many hours are needed to 
accomplish a cleanliness outcome.     

Effective workloading and job costing gives you the 
information to create what-if scenarios that can be used to 
justify a budget, bid more competitively, or evaluate service 
delivery models. When establishing a zero-based budget, 
you will have to consider variables such as the different 
area types, soil levels, occupants, building types, density 
and updated cleaning protocols.

Workloading principles include the following:

This data is used in a mathematical formula that allows 
managers to calculate the number of hours needed to 
establish an annual budget and staffing plan. 

Cleanable square footage of the building

Defined area types

List of cleaning tasks for each area type

Time to perform a task or group of tasks

Frequency for each task

Hourly pay with payroll related costs  
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Understanding How to 
Calculate Square Footage
Conducting a space inventory to determine the number 
of cleanable square feet is the foundation of staffing 
and costing efforts.  Remember that you will be applying 
production rates to the entire area that will be cleaned, 
so accurate calculation of the building’s net cleanable 
area is essential.

Buildings can be measured physically using a simple walk 
wheel or laser measuring device.  Blueprints can detail the 
gross square footage of the building and specific areas.  
Computer-aided design (CAD) is the use of computer 
technology to aid in the drafting of a building.  This data
can be extracted and migrated into workloading software 
to ease the measuring process.  

The first challenge that you will face is to clearly define 
what you will be measuring.  It is important to know the 
amount of cleanable, as opposed to gross, square feet. The 
calculation of cleanable square footage can vary widely, so 
you need to have a precise definition of what is “cleanable.”  
You’ll need to determine the amount of cleanable space in 
each area type. 



What Is a Production Rate?
The commercial cleaning industry recognizes three types of time studies 
conducted by manufacturers, service providers, and third party-firms.

Theoretical Cleaning Times

Theoretical times are calculated 
based on the cleaning width of a 
machine or tool and the forward 
walking pace of the cleaning 
worker.  The average walking 
speed of a cleaning worker may 
be 1-2 miles per hour (mph). This 
number is then multiplied by 5280 
(feet in a mile) and then divided by 
12 inches.  The final calculation is 
sq. ft. per hour that the cleaning 
equipment or machine will yield.  
Theoretical numbers do not 
represent the numerous variables 
of real-world production rates. 

Practical Cleaning Times

Practical times account for 
real-world conditions and a 
consistent set of variables that 
can be defined by managers or 
supervisors in the building.  These 
variables may include area type, 
soil conditions, floor surfaces, 
building type, travel time, setup 
time, equipment, and worker skill 
levels.  For accurate job costing 
and budgeting, it is considered 
a best practice for managers 
to conduct a time-and-motion 
study of common tasks such as 
restroom cleaning, vacuuming, 
pulling trash, and floor cleaning.

Published Time Study

A published time study is a list 
of legacy times that may not 
reflect real-world variables or 
the unique condition of specific 
building types.  These times may 
be dated or repurposed without 
a time study protocol that can 
be replicated.  

Hoover Commercial has performed a Practical Time 
Study using real world conditions.  The study is available 
for download at https://www.hoovercommercial.com/
resource-download/practical-time-and-motion-study/



Developing a Scope of Work
A scope of work is a statement outlining the specific 
services a facility service provider or building service 
contractor is expected to perform, generally indicating the 
type, level, and quality of service, as well as a schedule for 
completion. Remember that the scope of work that you 
prepare will become the basis for a service agreement. 

When drafting a scope:

Use industry-specific terminology: The use of industry-
specific terminology facilitates clear communication. 

Provide accurate information: The scope of work forms the 
basis for determining how many labor hours will be needed 
and ultimately drives price.  If the scope of work contains 
inaccuracies, then the price will likewise be inaccurate.

Provide enough information for detailed responses:
The more information that you provide, the stronger the 
scope will be.  

Be realistic: The scope should strike an appropriate balance 
between cost and service.  Avoid the temptation to create 
a “wish list.”  Remember that every task adds costs.  As the 
task list gets longer, the labor requirements increase, and 
the cost escalates.



Establishing Task Frequencies
Every task will have a frequency assigned to it.  Be specific.  
Avoid the temptation to use “as needed,” “as required,” or 
other ambiguous phrases because they do not represent a 
meaningful frequency.  

Task frequencies will be higher in higher traffic areas.  Likewise, 
frequencies tend to increase along with customer expectations.  
If budgets are tight, frequencies can be decreased.

Task frequencies should be expressed numerically as the 
number of services per year.  For example, a task that is 
performed one time per week has an annual frequency of  
52 (1 time per week multiplied by 52 weeks per year equals  
52 services per year).  This table lists the most common  
task frequencies.

Seven Day Service

Five Day Service

Three Times per Week

Two Times per Week

Weekly

Bi-Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Yearly 

364

260

156

104

52

26

12

4
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Per Year



How to Perform a Risk  
Assessment of Area Types
The risk of spreading pathogens in a facility is driven by the 
potential exposure level, number of touch points, and the 
presence of a vulnerable population. The risk of spreading a 
pathogen increases with the number of people that occupy 
a space. For example, a crowded cafeteria at lunchtime 
presents a far greater risk than eating alone in an office.

Risk Assessment  |  Area Type Descriptions:

Public Areas: These areas of the building are open to the 
general public and present the highest risk. Examples 
include lobbies, reception areas, and public restrooms.  
These areas may require a higher level of cleaning 
frequencies

Internal Areas: These areas are restricted to authorized 
personnel.  They are not open to the general public. 
Examples include conference rooms, cafeterias, break 
rooms, and restrooms. Internal areas present a medium 
level of risk.

Private Areas: Private offices and cubicles are examples 
of private areas. Private areas are used by an individual or 
very small workgroups (fewer than 3 people). Private areas 
have the lowest level of risk. 

The best practice is for the private area occupants to have 
personal responsibility for maintaining their workspaces 
when possible.  This collaborative cleaning methodology 
will allow the custodial staff to reallocate desktop 
cleaning hours to cleaning touchpoints and other infection 
prevention cleaning tasks.  



How to Reallocate Hours
Applying basic workloading principles will allow managers 
to define the current service delivery framework.  This 
framework will include building types, area types, tasks, 
frequencies and the hours dedicated to current staffing 
levels. In many buildings, 3-4 primary tasks may dominate 
the total cost of cleaning.  Trash, vacuuming, restrooms and 
floors may represent 70-80% of the annual labor hours.

The dominant cost silos of cleaning will require analysis to 
determine ways to reallocate current hours of cleaning.  
Cleaning managers will have to collaborate with property 
managers and facility stakeholders to evaluate scenarios that 
include a touchpoint cleaning program that is cost-neutral.  

Methods for Reallocating Hours:

•  Mechanize existing tasks using equipment with higher 
production rates

• Improve the cleaning process to increase productivity 

• Reduce the task frequency of low-risk area types

•  Consider collaborative cleaning of office workspace 
when possible



Labor Reallocation Model Using 
Cordless Cleaning Innovation

These practical production rates are for demonstrative purposes only.
The production rates are a blend of obstructed and unobstructed area types.

Building Square Feet:

Labor Rate with Benefits:

Cleaning days Per Year:

Sq. Ft. Per Hour:

Cost per Day:

Cost per Month:

Total Annual Cost: 

Hours Per Day:

Annual Labor Savings 

100,000

$15 

260

15,000

$100 

$2,166.67 

$26,000 

6.67

30,000

$50 

$1,083.33 

$13,000 

3.33

$13,000 

Account

Daily hours for enhance level cleaning

ABC Building

Corded Backpack
Hoover Commercial 
Cordless Backpack

3.33
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Productivity Comparison  |  Annual Cost Savings
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Standard Operating 
Procedures
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) is a document that 
includes a step-by-step set of detailed instructions making it 
easier to pass the duties of a job from one person to another.  

•  It is used as a training tool to ensure consistent outcomes 
and quality service delivery.  

•  The SOP is essential in maximizing operation and  
production rate requirements.

•  The SOP includes a set of compulsory instructions,  
systems, procedures or steps which is written so that  
other individuals can follow and can complete the job safely. 

•  It also includes personal protective equipment, products 
and tools needed to perform the task.

•  Standard operating procedures should be simple and 
easy to read. 

It is important to keep in mind that a good standard 
operating procedure doesn’t focus on what needs to 
be done but on how it should be done.



Summary
The current health crisis has changed the way that 
building occupants view health and hygiene.  The 
industry pivoted in a brief time period to meet this 
new expectation. As expectations went up, so did 
the cost of cleaning.  This increase in activity and 
budget demands will require property managers, 
building service contractors and administrators to 
reevaluate the current service delivery model and 
cost structure to accommodate infection prevention 
protocols within a defined budget.  

A cost-neutral approach can only be accomplished 
by evaluating current service levels and reallocating 
labor hours.  This e-book has defined the 
methodology and best practices to establish a 
framework to accomplish this important objective.  
The best practices defined in the paper are verified 
by the Cleaning Industry Management Standard 
(CIMS-GB). This standard defines management 
principles for quality service delivery and budgeting 
guidelines for the commercial cleaning industry. 
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